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Summary: This article represents the analyses of main directions of improving the competitiveness in
the global postal sector. The features of the world’s postal organizations, depending on the level of country income, are studied. The trends affecting the development of postal services around the world are
identified. The way of reforming the world’s postal organizations are analyzed.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The postal service is one of the main elements of the socio-economic infrastructure of the
state, strengthening economic relations between the regions and sectors of the economy.
Post offices in several countries are the only organization, where people can use postal,
financial, information and communication services. Using the experience of scientific and
technological development of the society, postal services invest in development and deployment ideas of updating the social sphere of life.
Nowadays the post offices all over the world enter into the period of the increasing competition in the markets of traditional post services, such as delivery of publications, payment
of pensions, delivery of written correspondence and parcels. Therefore it is necessary to
know what strategies are possible for increase the competitiveness of the postal organizations

2.

GLOBAL POSTAL SECTOR

The level of development of postal services depends of people’s and organizations’ economic and social needs. Post offices provide access to universal postal services all around
the world. The worldwide postal sector operates 660 000 post offices, more than half of
which are in Asia (555 million post offices or 71% of the total number). The lowest num89
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ber of post offices are in Africa (23,9 thousand post offices or 3% of the total number).
There are 5,5 million employees in the worldwide postal sector, 43% of which work in
Asia, 38% - in European countries. The lowest percentage of postal workers is in Australia
and Oceania (0,8% of the total number). In the world postal sector the income from letters
accounts more than 50% of total income. Financial services account for about 25%.
Table 1: The average territory served by one post office and the radius of territory served
by one post office (in alphabetical order)
Groups

Country

Australia
Canada
China
Finland
France
high-income
economies
Germany
Great Britain
Italy
Japan
USA
Belarus
Kazakhstan
upper-middle- Lithuania
income
Mexico
economies
Russia
Venezuela
Guatemala
lower-middle- Moldavia
Nigeria
income
economies
Tonga
Uzbekistan
Bangladesh
Chad
Haiti
Kyrgyzstan
low-income
Madagascar
economies
Mali
Mozambique
Myanmar
Rwanda
90

Average territory served
by one post office, km.²
1753,3
1424,4
47,50
317,51
32,3
25,4
20,5
21,5
15,41
312,9
57,5
729,6
88,6
69,9
410,3
2714,4
241,4
29,6
354,6
325,0
149,8
14,5
30571,4
504,5
217
951,4
15124,2
6361,8
492,0
1386,2

Radius of territory served
by one post office, km.
23,6
21,3
3,8
10,0
3,2
2,8
2,5
2,6
2,21
9,9
4,2
15,2
5,34
4,7
11,4
29,4
8,7
3,1
10,6
10,1
6,9
2,1
98,6
12,6
8,3
17,4
69,4
45,0
12,5
21,0
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The most important measure of high-quality service is its availability to people and organization, and especially this belongs to postal services. We divided all postal organizations
(members of Universal Postal Union) into four groups according to the classification of
the countries of the World Bank [1]. 57 countries of the total number of countries related
to the Universal Postal Union are countries with high-income economies (12,276 dollars or more); 52 countries – with upper-middle-income economies (3976-12275 dollars);
54 countries – with lower-middle-income economies (1006-3975 dollars); 35 countries –
with low-income economies (1005 dollars or less). The results of analyses for 31 countries
from all analyzed countries are given in tables 1 and 2. The results of analyses for all postal
organizations are shown in figure 1.
We can calculate the average territory served by one post office and the radius of territory
served by one post office knowing the area of the country and the quantity of post offices
in the country ( table 1).
We decided to define the radius of territory served by one post office up to 5 km. as small
radius, from 5 to 10 km. as middle radius and more than 10 km. as large radius. Groups of
countries according to this classification are represented in table 2.
Table 2: Groups of countries according to the radius of territory served by one post office
Radius of territory
served by one post
office, km.

Up to 5 km.

From 5 to 10 km.

More than 10 km.

Country

Groups

Bangladesh, etc.

low-income economies

Belarus, Mexico, etc.
Moldavia, etc.

upper-middle-income
economies
lower-middle-income
economies

China, France, Great Britain,
Germany, Italy, Japan, etc.

high-income economies

Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, etc.

low-income economies

Lithuania, etc.
Guatemala, Uzbekistan, etc.

upper-middle-income
economies
lower-middle-income
economies

Finland, USA, etc.

high-income economies

Chad, Haiti, Madagascar, Mali,
Mozambique, Myanmar, Rwanda, etc.

low-income economies

Venezuela, Kazakhstan, Russia, etc.
Nigeria, Tonga, etc.

upper-middle-income
economies
lower-middle-income
economies

Australia, Canada, etc.

high-income economies
91
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The territory served by one post office depends on the level of income of the country. The
greatest territory served by one post office is in the countries with low-income economies
(on the average 633 km.2). In the countries with high-income economies this indicator is
about 214 км.2 (figure 1).
Figure 1. Average territory served by one post office

The greatest average number of population, served by one post office is in the countries
with low-income economies, the smallest - is in the countries with high-income economies on the average 6278 people (figure 2).
Figure 2. Number of inhabitants served by one post office

92
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Post services of the countries with low-income economies and with middle-income economies are less effective than post services in the countries with high-income economies,
for example, by average number of post items posted per inhabitant and average number
of post items processed by one postal worker (table 3).
Table 3: Overall performance of post service on groups of the countries
Country

Australia
Canada

China
Finland
France
Germany
Great Britain
Italy

Japan
USA

Average
Average
Average
number of post number of post number of post
items posted by items posted items processed
one post office per inhabitant
by one postal
worker
high-income economies
1564235
323
203600

Number of
inhabitants
served by one
post office
630

794828
50871
1829789
2936940
2451475
1655136
596154
983220
9488866

164
7
366
802
418
318
141
188
927

97753
12240
67146
210045
67253
125598
55749
90192
434699

593
1610
183
262
161
394
395
478
469

Guatemala

lower-middle-income economies
111164
3
48960

35,1
13367
61603
10

10
0,2
1,2
1,1

7
3564
6160
2,1

14040
0,6
16202
5100
1,9

Belarus
Kazakhstan
Lithuania
Mexico
Russia
Venezuela

140985
18313
198803
35926
38749
394262

54
4
43
9
11
4

16410
3011
21133
51539
3841
19308

303
694
481
5648
334
4233

34
0,3
0,8
0,2
0,2
0,3
1,7

1523718
5367
1158
1818
7559
11758
18447

929

4207
44375
18029
1338
9466
35636
35367
10676

0,1

632

5457

Moldavia
Nigeria
Tonga
Uzbekistan

Bangladesh

Chad
Haiti
Kyrgyzstan
Madagascar
Mali
Mozambique
Myanmar
Rwanda
Tajikistan

upper-middle-income economies

3724

9577654
54451
5168
6630
34938
59722
62893
1434

low-income economies
0,2
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Figure 3. Average number of post items posted per inhabitant

Figure 4. Average number of post items processed by one postal worker

Nowadays in the countries with low-income economies there are on the average only 1,3
post items posted per inhabitant, in the countries with middle-income economies – 13
94
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post items whereas in the countries with high-income economies this indicator is for
about 457 post items. (figure 3).
Compeering average number of post items posted per inhabitants with the number of
delivery staff it is possible to say that in the countries with low-income economies 1 mail
carrier delivers for about 28 post items every day. But in the countries with high-income
economies this indicator is nearly 496 post items (figure 4). The main problem of this
situation consists on low overall performance of postal services in the countries with lowincome economies, in connection with a poor development of post infrastructure (low
level of automation of productions, multilevel structures of networks).

3.

INFLUENCE OF EXTERNAL TENDENCIES ON POSTAL SERVICE

We revealed the tendencies which have impact on the development of postal service all
around the world (table 4).
Table 4. The tendencies affecting the development of the global postal sector
Tendencies

Subspecies

Influence on the postal sector

globalization

Demand for the delivery on a global scale;
Expansion of the markets and influence zones;
Strengthening the role of international business
connections

liberalization

Reducing restrictions on economic activity in the field of
postal communication;
Deregulation (full or partial)

competition

The need to speed up processes and reduce costs;
The increased demand for quality of services provided;
The increasing complexity of supply chains and networks

world financial
and economic
crisis

Strengthening the use of electronic means of
communication g decrease in written correspondence;

Economic

Increase in demand for services in delivery of documents
mobile
and goods (online trade);
Technological communication, Formation of new services;
Internet
Emergence of new methods of payment (electronic
money, smart cards)
urbanization

Demographic growth g increasing the number of
potential clients

migration

Strengthening of migration g growth of requirements for
traditional postal services

Social
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Economic tendencies have the main impact:
- globalization - integration process (postal labor unions; consolidation of several
state post organizations in one; an entry of the post organizations into the markets
of other countries) and unification (uniformity of service standards). The consumer
has a choice opportunity from a diverse range of services. But on the other hand
the national post operator needs to be in competition with the multinational companies;
- liberalization – refers to a relaxation of previous government restrictions in post service areas (privatization, deregulation of postal service prices and salary control).
Liberalization requires modernization of postal operators and their working methods. At present postal services are provided not only by state postal organizations,
but also by the private organizations. Most of them are the organizations providing
express services. Their number can reach up to 100 thousand units, like in China.
On the one hand the liberalization of postal services forces them to increase the
quality of services and their effectiveness, to work in commercial segments more
active. But on the other hand it causes problems in development of the post organizations;
- competition – means the growth of number of the organizations, which provide services of delivering post items and printed media, and services related to electronic
communications;
- the influence of world financial and economic crisis since 2008. Financial crisis contributed to a widespread of an electronic communication. In 2009 the UPU collected the data from 15 of the world’s largest Posts, including the United States Postal
Service, the biggest Post in the world, and private courier companies. Posts reported
that their domestic letter-post volumes and revenues were down between 6 and
14% in the second quarter of 2009, compared to the same period last year. Such a
decline has not been seen since the Great Depression of the 1930s [2].
Technological trends (mobile communication, Internet, etc.) also have influence on postal
services. They replace the traditional postal services, such as letter-post items. On the
other hand postal operators began to use information technology in their work more actively, for example, hybrid mail.
We can also mention social trends - urbanization (the concentration of population in
large cities), migration, the growth of cities, strengthening and as a result the growth of
requirement for postal services. However it doesn’t guarantee growth of the income of the
national post operator, in connection with above-mentioned factors.

4.

MAIN DIRECTIONS OF IMPROVING THE COMPETITIVENESS

Let us see main directions in management of postal services, which help to improve their
competitiveness.
1. Modernization of the state post operators. The status of the post organizations, their
organizational structures and the list of provided services didn’t differ significantly till
1990th. Now in postal sector work not only state, but also private and privatized post
services. The joint-stock form was recognized as one of the most optimum structures
for postal services in the changing market. In the postal industry there are government96
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owned postal services which provide services only in their own country (La Poste, Russian
Post) and more efficient privatized postal organizations which have expanded beyond
their borders (Deutsche Post, TNT Post).
Governments have, for the most part, run their postal services shockingly badly, siphoning off cash, holding back modernisation and undermining sensible business strategies by
blocking moves to increase flexibility. In the 1990s the Royal Mail was a model modern
post office. French and German postal executives used to visit and learn, and it profited
from selling its know-how around the world. Today, starved of the investment in automation it so badly needed, the Royal Mail is 40% less efficient than its local competitors. Government-owned La Poste, too, lags in profitability and speed of delivery, though France’s
size and population density plays a part too. Private postal operators are, by and large,
better positioned to cope with falling demand than state-owned operators are. Deutsche
Post and the Netherlands’ TNT Post, which have both been privatised, have diversified
into parcels and express deliveries and are as efficient as postal services get. Belgian Post,
in which CVC Capital Partners, a private-equity firm, took a large stake in 2006, has also
sharpened up its performance [3].
2. Business segmentation – the post operator can change internal structure of business
by allocating in separate structures social postal services which are subsidized with the
state (delivery of letter-post items, printing editions, etc.), and all other services (commercial letter-post items, logistics, financial services). Business segmentation is carried out
by postal operators all over the world. For example, Canadian Post has in the 4 divisions:
Purolator Courier Ltd (express delivery), Innovapost TM (IT services), Progistix Solutions Inc. (logistics services), Intelcom Courier Canada Inc. (letter-post items delivery).
Table 5. The main scheme of banking services of the postal organization
Organization that
provides banking services

Guarantee of
deposits

Legislation
regulating the
financial activities
of the bank

Country

postal organization,
without opportunity to
give out the credits, to attract deposits

by the state

postal legislation

Russia

Postal organization, which
received a limited banking by the state
license

banking legislation France, Israel

bank, which is separated
from the Postal Service as
an independent
organization

by the bank

Japan,
banking legislation Germany,
China, Italy

banks, which contracts
with the postal operator

by the bank

banking legislation India, Russia
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3. Creation of postal banks. The first postal bank appeared in Great Britain in 1861. Now
more than a third of postal operators provide banking services. The size of the global retail
banking market is an estimated 5.185 billion accounts. Out of these, almost a billion are
held in postal financial institutions, tantamount to a 19.2 percent market share [4].
There are national postal banks (for example, Bulgarian Post Bank) and international
postal banks (for example, Eesti Uhispank) in the world. The largest post banks in the
world are: Post bank of Japan (clients store deposits and the signed contracts of life insurance for 1,6 trillion dollars there), the German Postbank, La Banque Postale French, Post
savings Bank of China, BancoPosta of Italy and Post bank of Israel. Japan Post owns the
biggest bank in the world by deposits. During the crisis, postal banks in France, Switzerland and Italy benefited strongly as depositors sought a haven. At Swiss Post, the banking
unit’s profit margin is expected to increase from 10% in 2008 to 17% in 2009 [5].
We identified the main scheme of banking services of the postal organization (table 5).
When bank contracts with the postal operator, there can be its cash office in post office,
so the service is made directly by bank employees. Sometimes there are not the unit of the
bank in the post office so services are provided by postal employees.
There is a tendency of separation of banks from the postal organizations. Experts of Boston
Consulting Group identified four stages of development of financial services in the post:
- marginal costs - financial services are a secondary source of income, determined by
marginal costs;
- growth - financial services are becoming one of the main elements of the product
line and generate substantial revenue. At this time, the brand awareness increases,
and profitability is based on a complete separation costs. This situation is typical for
the UK Post Office;
- the main source of income - financial services are becoming the main source of
income for the postal network; the separate unit of «Financial Services» is created.
This situation is typical for the Italian postal bank;
- separation - the relationship between the postal operator and provider of financial
services is reduced, financial services are separated in an independent business.
This stage has successfully passed the postal bank in Germany [6].
4.Globalization. Some postal operators provide services only in their own country (Russia, Estonia, Italy, Cyprus), others provide their services also in other countries. Particularly active in this regard are Deutsche Post and Post Denmark. Postal organizations also
consolidate their structure or combine in various unions. For example, the Swedish and
Danish postal services merged in 2009 in the postal industry’s first-ever cross-border tieup, spurred by uncertain future prospects and by competition from Norway Post, which
had started doing business in Sweden. [7].
5. Modernization of operational infrastructure. For example, automation, which reduces
labor costs. Nowadays Royal Mail, the only big western European postal service which is
much less automated than its peers. Its workers order all their letters by hand before setting off on their delivery rounds, whereas more efficient operators, such as Deutsche Post
and the Netherlands’ TNT Post, sequence 85% of their letters by machine [8].
6. Introduction of the new services connected with IT technologies. The post organizations can use the development of Internet for their purposes, for example, providing ser98
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vices of Internet connection, electronic money, online payment, hybrid mail. For example
in Italy nearly 25% of letters are hybrid mail. Another hope is to take advantage of the
internet by delivering items ordered on eBay, Amazon and other websites.
7. Reducing operating costs - the traditional method of increasing the efficiency of the
company. For example, in Canada, postal offices gradually transferred to part-time in the
countryside. In Sweden postal services are rendered in stores and at gas stations.

5.

CONCLUSION

So, nowadays the traditional model of management of postal services is not relevant due
to the increasing competition. Internal structure of postal organizations and their activities must be reformed. It is possible to say that the postal industry is divided between
slow-moving government-owned postal services which provide services only in their own
country and more efficient privatized firms which have aggressively expanded beyond
their borders. Private post operators are better positioned to cope with crisis than stateowned operators are.
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